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Abstract

Embedded in the framework of a Professional Development School (PDS) culture, this article explores how interns in a learning community experienced collegial interactions, conversations and collaborative reflection. The PDS intern community was a transformative learning forum in which empowered novice teachers articulated and examined their beliefs, and analyzed their classroom practice. Within the confines of a safe and non-threatening peer environment, interns created personal meanings of their experiences, posed further wonderings about children's thinking and ideas, and reflected on how to make 'better problems.' Fostering 'best' teaching practices, contemplating theory-practice issues, understanding the political and social culture of the schooling context, and building natural interdependencies, provided stimuli for these preservice teachers to raise their voices and consider multiple perspectives. Within the learning community, interns created spaces as they individually and collectively began making sense of learning to teach and teaching to learn in a PDS culture.

Emerging views of collegial supervision, practitioner inquiry and professional growth profess that educators grow through a synergistic process embedded in "critical learning communities" (Garman, 1986; Smyth, 1988). Dewey (1910) used the term community extensively, describing this as "an order of energies transmuted into one of meanings which are appreciated and mutually referred by each to every other on the part of those engaged in combined action" (p. 53). Further, Louis & Kruse in Hord (1997) describe the learning community in a school as "a group of people from multiple constituencies at all levels who collaboratively and continuously work together" (p. 20), their collective efforts grounded in reflective dialogue. Within this community, educators commit themselves to the work of transforming their classrooms so that schools may become places where diverse perspectives inform every aspect of learning (bell hooks, 1994).

Current initiatives are examining how creating and sustaining learning communities of experienced teachers enhances success for our increasingly diverse school student population. Given the growing teaching experiences of interns in a Professional Development School culture, what is the impact of nurturing and sustaining such a forum for preservice teachers? The study sought to understand how the notion of community within a Professional Development School (PDS) culture provided interns with a framework for making sense of informed ways of knowing and understanding the processes of teaching and learning. It explicates how conversations generated in an intern community and focusing on teaching practice and teacher thinking, nurtured spaces for interns to explore and make sense of their beliefs about teaching and classroom practice.

Studies show that teacher learning communities provide opportunities for individual teachers to interact, develop norms of collaboration, inquiry and experimentation, thus fostering the establishment of a shared culture (Barber, 1992; Barth, 1990; Dewey, 1916; Little & McLaughlin, 1993; Rosenholtz, 1989). Such groups are forums for practitioners to probe deeply into instructional practice, prying at the very core of professional and personal values and identities. As teachers inquire into their classroom practices, reflective transformation is initiated in response to contextual issues and concerns. McLaughlin and Talbert (1993) scaffold Rosenholtz's profferation. When "experienced teachers had opportunities for collaborative inquiry and its associated learning, the result was a body of wisdom about teaching that could be widely shared" (Hord, 1997, p. 12). "When teachers engage in the process of generating knowledge about their own teaching, their teaching is transformed in important ways. They become theorists articulating their intentions, testing their assumptions" and wonderings, "and finding connections" and contradictions in their teaching practice (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1991, p. 55).
Ironically, as educational theorists have taken up the call for community in schooling and identified a need to foster learning communities, such communities are rarely envisioned for prospective teachers. Research on teacher learning communities has predominantly reported on communities of experienced (Gimbert & Nolan, 1999; Wells, 1994) rather than novice or preservice teachers. In reporting the value of informal student teaching seminars in the traditional mode of teacher preparation, studies illustrate group gatherings as problematic. Small groups are usually portrayed as virtual panaceas for teaching and learning, conducive for developing insights into teacher identity and teaching experiences (Feinman, 1979; Sarason, 1990; Zeichner, 1981), or places where preservice teachers experience great difficulty working with one another and reaching program objectives (Goodman, 1983). Bounded by the traditional student teaching experience, group dynamic literature supports the latter view, particularly when novices are given primary responsibility for structuring the educational experience (Ullrich, 1992). Other research suggests that small self-directed groups may foster personal autonomy, an attribute inextricably bound to critical reflection and an important prerequisite for student teaching (Achinstein & Meyer, 1998). Studies contrasting ‘structured’ and unstructured’ groups proffer that student teaching seminars may help offset the ‘conservative’ effects of previous and current schooling experiences and serve as vehicles for personal and professional change (Argyris, 1967).

The process of fostering learning communities in school organization and culture enhances and enriches the power of collaborative reflection and collegial supervision for professional growth and educational change. In recognizing that teacher workplaces are “embryonic and scattered” (p. 10), Darling-Hammond (1996) suggests educational institutions can restructure teachers’ time in schools for participating in windows of professional growth. Similarly, Fullan (1991) proposes a redesign of the workplace that encourages innovation and improvement to be built into daily classroom activities and the everyday lives of teachers. Rosenholtz in Firth and Pajak (1998) suggests that teachers develop new conceptions of their work through collegial interaction during which “new aspects of experience are pointed out with fresh interpretation” (p. 280).

**Research Methodology**

**Context of the Intern Learning Community**

During the second semester of the yearlong internship embodied in the educational partnership between State College Area School District and the Pennsylvania State University, a group of eight senior undergraduates and a teacher educator (hereon known as Professional Development Associate, PDA) gathered weekly as a group. Participation in the learning community forum was voluntary and did not contribute to any formal or informal assessment of the intern for the PDS internship. In requesting time to share teaching experiences through conversation, interns expressed their needs to extend the collegial support system within the building. Since three PDA’s supervised in this building, only three of the eight interns were under the direct mentoring of the PDA who facilitated the learning community. In addition to electing to participate in the learning community forum, interns were required to attend a weekly formally-structured PDS Intern Seminar with the six interns from another building.

Believing, as Sarason (1990) continuously suggests, that teacher educators begin with students’ experience on issues that concern them, the PDA opened each gathering with an invitation to the interns to talk about a ‘critical incident’ each had documented during the week. Such an incident is described by Tripp and Woods in Brookfield (1995) as “vivid happenings that for some reason people remember as being significant.” (p. 114). In discussing each critical incident, interns agreed upon an iterative process.
(as suggested by the PDA and adopted from Tripp) in which:

- The intern described the incident (through story-telling) and attributed meaning and significance to it in terms of his/her understanding;
- Other interns and PDA contributed their understanding of the situation;
- The learning community deliberately looked for alternative perspectives and sought what was being omitted from the initial view;
- We looked for reasons why the dominant views ignored some of the anomalies the group found;
- We brainstormed alternative ideas, processes, and structures that helped interns solve their 'better problems,' or look at the dilemma in different and new ways.

The duration of each intern gathering was one hour and fifteen minutes. Fostering critical conversations required nurturing a community in which interns felt safe in declaring imperfection (Brookfield, 1995, p. 143). We constructed ground rules that named, supported and respected individual voices. We agreed each intern who wished would have ten minutes to spotlight the reflective moment. It was decided any incident could be discussed further at a later time or date if the group wished to pursue further conversation.

Personal Bias

In response to Wideen, Mayer-Smith and Moon's (1998) call for authors to 'go public' about their sociocultural location and value commitment, and discuss, and perhaps problematize, their beliefs about preservice teachers, teacher education, and the interventions they have designed" (p. 163), I outline (somewhat briefly) my espoused platform and commitment to PDS work as a researcher and a Professional Development Associate. In adopting a qualitative inquiry stance, I respect the importance of "looking inside to become aware of personal bias" (Patton, 1990, p. 407). Similarly, Merriam (1998) elaborates this process as the researcher acknowledging "prejudices, viewpoints or assumptions regarding the phenomenon under investigation" (p. 158).

I believe that professional development schools can benefit all the stakeholders. It is my opinion that the professional dialogue generated in a community for learners enables new knowledge and understandings to be built by the participants, thus facilitating inquiry and professional growth. However, I am not advocating a PDS learning community experience is essential for all preservice teachers, nor am I using this research to make such a claim.

Through a PDS inquiry-embedded model of teacher preparation and professional development, novice educators formulate questions about their practice, and pursue solutions to these dilemmas. My conceptual understandings are fuelled by the notion that teachers are able to reflect. Such reflective transformations lead to improved daily classroom practices and consequently, student achievement. I believe that such collective and public reflection also promotes theorizing about learning to teach and teaching to learn. Much of the writing of the reflective teaching movement focuses on facilitating reflection by individual teachers who are encouraged to think about their own work by themselves. There is very little examination in the discourse on reflective teaching as a social practice within a learning community, where groups of beginning teachers can support and sustain peer growth. Such opportunities are provided in a professional development school culture. But how do interns experience this? What sense do they make of this process? These were questions that invaded and pervaded my thinking throughout this study.
Role of the Professional Development Associate (PDA)

Educative experiences require a PDA’s deliberation and intervention. How could I foster conversations with interns about learning to teach and teaching to learn that were 'respectful, inclusive, and democratic?' (Brookfield, 1995). I acknowledged this question to be one that needed in-depth consideration during this study. Being immersed in the research process reminded me of the words of Paulo Freire, reiterated by Brookfield (1995), "you can never start with your own agenda as an educator; you must always start from people's own definition of their needs.” My PDA role was to facilitate collective conversation and collaborative reflection emerging from 'critical incidents' (Brookfield, 1995) generated by each intern.

As we contemplate the concept of space, human reasoning leads to find ways to fill space, rather than to create it (O'Reilly, 1998). In university courses, teacher educators (university faculty, school-based clinical teachers, and mentor teachers) cultivate prospective teachers' thinking with notions of 'best' teaching practice. Using interpretative filters, preservice teachers assume responsibility for putting what they have learned in university-based classes into practice during the field components of their teacher preparation. The idea of filling students, well-intentioned and nurturing as it may be, rests on the conviction that teacher educators know what it is that novice teachers need to become 'good' teachers, know what is best and necessary for them to develop effective teaching practices.

To create a space for interns to make sense of themselves and their teaching practice in a learning community creates an incongruous scenario. This may considered analogous to student-directed learning. Teacher educators are required to acknowledge their realm of responsibility for interns' growth, and simultaneously the lack of control over it. Some would describe this as 'a leap of faith.' Dewey (1910) reminds us of the importance of experiential learning and Schon (1983) describes teaching and mentoring as necessarily involving monitoring ongoing practice and making adjustments. In monitoring and engaging in the conversations emerging from the critical incidents, I was aware of my PDA responsibility: to assist interns to analyze and critique in productive ways. While the interns asked for time to talk about their experiences, they sought agreement from the group that the learning community was a forum for seeking to understand, not personal lamenting or demoralizing complaining. Whether or not to take up such matters with his/her PDAs was left up to the discretion of each intern.

Role of the Researcher

The role the researcher played in exploring the intern learning community was one of participant observer. As such, I "entered the world of the people I wished to study, got to know them and earned their trust, while systematically keeping a detailed written account of what was heard and observed" (Bogan & Biklen, 1998, p. 3). Experiencing being a member of the learning community necessitated the participant aspect of my researcher role. My challenge was "to combine participation and observation so as to become capable of understanding the learning community experience as an insider while interpreting the experience from an outsider's perspective" (Patton, 1990, p. 207).

As a researcher, my espoused platform of teachers' professional growth lies within the framework of inquiry, and focuses on: practitioners' roles in professional development, differentiated choice and learning opportunities for teacher development, the use of reflective supervisory practices, collegiality, and the need to provide teachers with ongoing assistance and support to sustain changes in their daily classroom practices (Fullan, 1991; Gitlin, A, Brinthurst, K, Burns, Cooley, Myers, Price, Russell, & Tiess, 1992; Lieberman, 1990; Tabachnick & Zeichner, 1991; Wells, 1994). I was interested in how interns make
sense of this learning community experience, and how they believed this shaped learning to 
think and teach in a PDS culture.

The common goal the researcher and PDA share is that of an advocate for all the members 
of the learning community in the PDS culture. I sought to understand the interns' learning 
community experience in as great a depth as they were prepared to share. This meant 
building and sustaining professional relationships, regardless of my role. Rapport enhanced 
the nurturing of the learning community and the study's credibility.

Theoretical framework

This exploratory study employed a phenomenological case study described by Moustakas 
(1994) as an "empirical approach involving a return to experience in order to obtain 
comprehensive descriptions that provide the basis for a reflective structural analysis that 
portrays the essences of the experience" (p. 13). This study presents a descriptive portrayal 
of the lived experience of interns as they engaged in collegial interaction, conversations, and 
collaborative reflection that focused on classroom practice. The unit of analysis was the 
individual PDS intern who voluntarily participated in the weekly group gatherings

Yin (1989) describes a case study as an "empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary 
phenomenon within its real-life context when the boundaries between phenomenon and 
context are not clearly evident and multiple sources of evidence are used" (Yin, 1989, p. 23). 
Such a case study offers a means of investigating complex units consisting of multiple 
variables of potential importance in understanding the interns' meaning-making of their 
experiences in the learning community. In this research, the lived experience of eight interns 
within the context of a PDS learning community defined the bounded case study.

Data collection and analysis

In order to better understand the interns' experiences, the weekly gatherings, eight open-
ended discussions were audio taped, and transcribed. The transcriptions were analyzed 
using NUDIST to organize coded, qualitative data (Richards & Richards, 1991). Multiple 
readings identified categories (Patton, 1990) that emerged from within each intern's story. 
Themes emerged that illustrate how the intern learning community enabled interns' voices to 
structure spaces to safely expose and interrogate their beliefs and practices.

Findings

This learning community created 'spaces' for the interns to raise their voices, to explore 
multiple perspectives, and to question, monitor and adjust their thinking and behaviour. 
Interns shared their ideas in the gathering and assumed leadership during discussions. The 
free-flowing nature of the dialogue allowed individual interns to move the conversations in 
their own directions. Such intern-directed talk provided a means for creating "more fluid 
positionings and mutual relationships" (Johnson, 1997, p. 8) between the community 
members. In favouring the flexible agenda focusing on 'critical incidents,' Kate was 
encouraged to "openly talk about my 'critical incident', knowing the PDA and the other 
interns will help me think through this incident at a different level."

Five 'space' themes emerged from the data analysis.

Inner space rendered interns scope to establish their identities as teachers. As interns' inner 
voices were stimulated by the learning community's collaborative reflection, interns shaped 
their self- and teacher- identity. Each struggled to make sense of who he/she was as a 
student and as a teacher. While framing a teaching lens that encompassed their wonderings
and beliefs about children and their ideas, interns deliberated their personal practical knowledge. They sought 'to be' a teacher who can design activities to move children thinking from where it is to where it ought to be. Grimmett (1998) succinctly posits "the source of a teacher's professional identity to be in the practice, not the occupation of teaching" (p. 253). This intern learning community rendered space for the interns to interrogate their pedagogical practices, to be freed of any fear that may arise when they engaged in conversations that focused on, "this is my identity and I can question that identity." Articulating their uniqueness and particularities, facilitated interns description of 'best' teaching practice. As she dissected her classroom practice, Meghan contemplated reasons why she was seemingly very critical of her teaching. She wanted "to be able to reflect positively as she "knew something better would happen next time if she focused on particular aspects of the lesson that did not go well, instead of "believing the whole day had been a disaster." If she analysed the aspects of lessons she really handled well, then constructive self-reflection would "help me [Meghan] in the end become a well-rounded teacher." Other interns concurred with her thinking.

Sharing personal narratives that focused on experience allowed interns "to claim a knowledge base from which they could speak. Coming to voice is not just the act of telling one's experience. It is using that telling strategically - to come to voice so that you can also speak freely about other subjects." (bell hooks, 1994, p. 148). When they voiced perspectives of their immediate and daily dilemmas, interns established a pedagogical foundation from which they generated further conversations. This helped novice teachers frame their teacher identities as they articulated their views of what they considered to be good teaching. They made connections between educational theory and their teaching practice, learned the value of working and talking together about their work, and improved their reflective skills by examining practices together. For example, after listening to a peer describe how a family crisis was affecting the children in her classroom, Allison reflected explicitly about her lack of understanding of such an incident. She asked her peers, "Should the teacher stop and take time to figure out some type of whole lesson on that? Is that important to me to do as their teacher?"

Conversations centered on why they teach at all, and why classroom practitioners teach in the particular way they each do. Julie illustrated how observing mentor teachers enabled her to understand different teaching philosophies and how to formulate her own. "This helped me figure out who I am and how I can be in my classroom."

Sykes in Hord (1997) espouses a professional community as a source of insight and wisdom about problems of practice. For novice teachers, such a learning community provided a forum in which they could begin to understand how to make their practice problematic as well as look at how they could enhance the effective aspects of their teaching. As the interns discussed the unwittingly oppressive aspects of their actions, they started to think more deliberately about the creation of democratic classrooms. They paid greater attention to naming and confronting the dilemmas and contradictions they lived through on a daily basis. Meghan was visibly distressed as she stated:

I feel so bad. My stomach is just turning. I hated not being able to give all the children the rewards. Some just didn't deserve it. They knew the consequences of not doing their reading, but I feel lousy. I will never do that again.

As interns conversed about their students, reliving moments of connection and disengagement, they contemplated courses of action navigated as teachers. In exploring these relationships, the interns tried to 'get inside the children's heads,' to simulate experiences, in order to understand how the children felt, cognitively and emotionally. It gave
the interns deeper insights into their understanding of the educational processes they were advocating in ways that were connecting and convincing. Allison described an activity she tried with her class and discovered "why a group of boys had such a difficult time with it. I think it was so different for them, that it really confused them." Joanne described her reaction to a child she thought may have been cheating. It was a response to another intern's request for guidance concerning an incident that occurred in her classroom.

I would have pulled him aside. I would have made sure that I didn't come across as accusing him. I would go over the rules with him. I wouldn't do anything that would make him necessarily think that I already suspected him, that he was going to do this, and that I was just waiting for him to answer. I think a lot of times we fall into this trap where we have this planned out.

Astonished at how insightful children can be, Meghan used a student's words, "It's important to not look at people because of what they look like on the outside," to express her thoughts about children's thinking.

If interns are afforded time to problematize their practice through collective conversations, they become much more aware of the often self-imposed procedural and structural constraints that, at minimum, prevail upon and, more likely, incarcerate their practice. 'Making better problems' replaces 'making problems better' when preservice teachers are given opportunities to collectively cogitate.

Several of the interns reflected on how their mentors shaped their teacher-identity. Julie P described

"some of it is gut feeling with an inner voice that questions, How does that fit with my philosophy? Is this me or my mentor teacher? Does that fit with how I want my classroom to be next year? And, if it doesn't, how will I do it next year? It is a very open situation. I can take what I want. I can try and develop my own thinking."

In Outer space, interns connected their daily teaching lives and events to societal issues and concerns. Drawing from their classroom experiences and the children in their care, interns conversed about how education is connected to the conditions of a community and society. Interns came face-to-face with the dilemmas imposed by the bounded and inflexible structures of an educational institution. Kate felt frustrated by the isolating impact of school structure. "We never see each other. I like hearing ideas and what kinds of things go on in other teachers' classrooms. I value good feedback. I think it is so important to be able to see and talk to one another, but the school schedule does not permit us to do that with all the grade levels. Why is that so? Why doesn't it change? We know how important it is for us, for the children, to be with each other."

Interns investigated, questioned, and checked the assumptions behind their everyday classroom practice. Given such a forum to dialogue, interns "perceive themselves as 'active' learners, inquirers, and advocates of their own practices...critical theorists in their own teaching and the structures in which they are located" (Smyth, 1988, p. 32).

I don't think it's the children. I think cheating stems from the pressure to get the results and not enough time to reinforce the process that counts. In our society, it doesn't matter how you get money. It's that you have it. I think it is important to reinforce the process of learning. But children keep seeing that they get stickers because they get 100 percent in spelling or math. They often don't get anything for just trying.
In acknowledging the diversity of her children, another intern focused on how their thinking is shaped by their lives outside of the classroom walls. She questioned her practices as she probed her own thoughts, pondering what her class will be like next year.

Chances are there will be all kinds of children with different thinking, even if it is things from home, ideas that they're getting from their parents, or their friends, or their neighbours. I'm assuming that in most cases there's going to be all sorts of kids and I won't necessarily get this feeling that what's on the outside doesn't matter. There are adults who don't feel that and maybe it's our society that is a good part of that. That's why I think it is naive of me to assume that I'll have children who are always going to think like that. I don't think they will.

Collective space furnished interns with opportunities to learn collaboratively and collectively through dialogue and reflection. This intern community was a creative, dynamic, and open-ended space of multiple mentoring. Interns expressed tentative ideas, actively listened, discussed problems, negotiated, and reached consensus. As they accepted ownership and responsibility for their individual and collective professional growth, interns breathed reflection into a collegial vacuum. Through the process of critical incidents, they re-created and then pragmatically dissected their classroom experiences. In doing so, they individually and collectively focused on the complex and diverse nature of these. "Getting feedback instantaneously and piggybacking off peoples' ideas, helps me to see more than one perspective about the issues we are talking about." Participating in critical conversation with peers opened up their versions of events interns conceptualized. "Somebody brings up something in response to what you say and gets at another whole other avenue to talk about, for example, thinking that I had a student cheating allowed us to talk about different views related to that."

"Talking to our colleagues about what we do unravels the shroud of silence in which our practice is wrapped" (Brookfield, 1995, p. 35). As they described their experiences dealing with the similar crises and dilemmas each faced, interns reframed and broadened personal theories of practice. One intern appreciated "listening to other people and talking about ideas for my classroom. This is most valuable for me. Things I don't usually get time to talk about. I spend a lot of my day listening, but not having time to process it. I try to listen to all I am told but often it is not sinking in." All too often educators ignore the value of listening, diminishing its importance. Prospective teachers are expected to spend a substantial amount of their time actively listening to others - mentors, administrators, university supervisors, parents, and, of course, children in their classrooms. It is not often that anyone listens to novice teachers and, when they find someone who will give them 'time of day' it is usually a relative or friend, unfamiliar with the school culture, who can sympathize but not empathize. The need "to be listened to, to be taken seriously, to be understood" (Rogers & Babibski, 1999, p. 40) was of great significance for these interns as they wrestled with shaping their professional identity, and developed respect for their own and other's practice. A daily barrel of dilemmas threatened the competence and confidence of the interns' teaching skills. During the gatherings, interns sized opportunities to actively listen, and be actively listened to. In this way, they recognized and valued the power of being heard. Interns believed that being listened to by their mentor teacher indirectly benefited children. "The bond that I have with that person shows in my teaching when we talk about planning. One idea helps me think of another and gets us on the train of thought. Then that will help my students because I will be able to do things differently and do different things."
Interns' conversations enabled them to deliberately and systematically 'see' the classroom from the children's multiple perspectives. Kate reflected on how feedback from the gathering helped her to be more sensitive to nurturing an inclusive classroom environment. "I tried to get on the children's side. I realized a situation where I could try to get them to work it. I don't think I would have noticed it unless we had that talk together last week at the gathering."

Working in concert, the interns began to deconstruct taken for granted assumptions and beliefs about teaching and reconstruct their emerging and 'in-progress' philosophies of teaching. As interns taught one another new ideas for classroom practices, they abandoned the perspective that teaching is 'just a matter of style,' in favour of one that encourages continuous scrutiny of practices and their consequences. Interns talked to one another about teaching at a level of detail that made their exchange both theoretically rich and practically meaningful. Nurturing an environment where interns could speak uninterruptedly, freely, concretely, and safely about their understanding and lived experiences of their teaching practice helped take "the mystery out of teaching without diminishing its essential artistry" (Lieberman, 1990, p. 178). Without turning creative individuals into robots who all teach precisely the same way, interns demonstrated that they were beginning to understand how to open their professional practices to sharing, discussion, and reconstruction. "We are each unique. We think differently and act differently in the classroom. Teaching is about figuring out my philosophy and opening this up to the thoughts of others. I really believe that my peers can help me look at why I teach the way I do, whether this is working or not so for the children in my care. We can learn a lot from one another if I know that others really care and are not critical just for the sake of being so. When I get constructive feedback from my peers on what I think and do, I feel more comfortable with struggling with why some things work one day and not the next. This helps me understand how complex teaching and children are. I feel much more at ease with myself. Knowing that I can be different in my own special way lets me open up to others. Then we can guide each other to recognize the commonalities that help children to be successful in school."

Critical thinkers who want to change their teaching practices collaborate with one another through discussions that cross boundaries and create space for intervention. It is fashionable in the scholarly literature to write about 'hybridity' and 'border crossings' but a rarity to find reference to such conversations taking place in a preservice field practicum. To engage in dialogue is one of the simplest ways interns can begin to understand and question professional practices, to cross boundaries, as beginning teachers, scholars and critical thinkers (bell hooks, 1994). Within the learning community's time frame, interns pushed the boundaries of what they know and in the process expand each other's ideas. In this space, reflecting, listening, reframing, inquiring and responding were crucial components. This space gave the PDA an opportunity to hear issues that the intern community raised. It was an open space of collective inquiry in which interns rehearsed their notions of what good teaching entails in a supportive and collaborative environment.

I was thinking that maybe a good idea along those lines is if we brainstorm and come up with ideas that make it more student-centered. It's one thing to talk about, but for me I need to hear, "Okay, this is how you do it." These are concrete ways to aim for student-centeredness.

This space encapsulates issues of support, trust, risk-taking, relationships, and bonding. Achinstein and Meyer (1998) identify the core activities within a veteran teacher learning community as "critical friendship" (p. 6). Critical friendship is a model of individual and collective action research that champions the co-construction of knowledge through collegial inquiry, conversation, and collaborative reflection within a climate of mutual vulnerability and risk-taking, trust and support (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1991; Bullough, Knowles, & Crow, 1991). Furthermore, such collegial inquiry groups offer members access to multiple
perspectives and critical reflection, naming beliefs and challenging assumptions through a process of questioning "taken for granted" (Louden, 1992, p. 182). Interns described the intern group and the team as support systems. "I think the way people are real colleagues in the primary division adds to their life and teaching styles here at this school. If everyone closed their classroom doors the school environment would not be the same. I don't think the children would be getting the same experience."

Building relationships between interns, and interns and PDA, begins with a genuine concern to listen and to be interested in, and responsive to, the needs of all parties. Trish highlighted the learning community's effective function as being "important to create some kind of bond with the other people. It gives us time to see each other and feel connected and to feel like we are all in this together, and to try to get away from those competitive feelings that can sometimes happen. Mary Beth articulated the openness of the intern community. "I don't feel like anyone here is competitive. We can say, 'Look here I'm having a problem and I need help.' During the day we don't have that time to talk to our peers. We can talk to our mentors but it's really effective to get an actual peer opinion - someone who is going through the same stages of teaching. What have you done? Or, What have you seen your mentor do? What strategies have worked for you?"

Tense space was acknowledged and addressed by the interns in every community gathering. Constructive tension emanated as members responded to interns' emergent concerns and felt needs. Concurrently, interns tried to preserve an environment where they could freely share concerns and engage in educative reflection and analytical conversation about their teaching practice. As teachers expose themselves to complex questioning about their practice, a function of group supervision must be collegial support (Nolan & Francis, 1992). However, educators are encouraged to heed the danger inherent in the assumption of collaboration as advocacy for one another without cognitive dissonance. There was professional disagreement in relation to curriculum issues, regarding what should and should not be included in the units. "From our discussions, it is obvious that I do not have the same freedom to select the resources for the unit lessons I am planning. Why is that so? If I am responsible for the planning, why do I feel as though other interns have more freedom in their rooms as to what they teach and which resources are used?" Discussion focused on the roles, responsibilities and rituals of various mentor teachers. Professional confidence was tested as interns realized the dimensions of the differing intern-mentor relationships. "If your mentor does that for you, why doesn't mine?"

Recognizing the individual nature of each intern's growth was a tension that interns confronted on a daily basis and discussed during the intern gathering. On the one hand, they acknowledged the richness of their diversity, but on the other interns wanted to be treated in similar ways by their mentors. "I know we are different, but in the end we may all be competing for the same teaching positions. I want to make sure that I am teaching as much as any of the other interns. I feel I need to be doing those extra things which will help make my resume attention-grabbing." Another intern commented about using as "many personal days as anyone else" in order to attend job interviews in other school districts. Several of the interns felt that it was "unprofessional" to request more than the allotted personal and professional days to attend interviews. Others disagreed strongly, stating that participating in "interviews should take priority, especially since we have already graduated."

Even with the promise that an intern learning community offered members' sense making and transformation, time constraints posed by the structures of schooling cannot be stressed enough. Interns valued the reflective dialogue, but found it hard to make time for it. The intern learning community attempted to mirror democratic processes, grounding the shared dialogue in fairness and compassion. Interns acknowledged and respected the choices others in the community made. In coming together and sharing issues, concerns, and
resources, interns needed flexibility. The members understood that despite wishing to be active participants on a weekly basis, it was not always possible for all to be present. Since some mentor teachers required the intern to co-plan at the same time the gatherings were held, time to attend was negotiated.

Lost space surfaced as the learning community's participants struggled with facing the uncertainties of their future teaching placements and how they might negotiate possible means of survival. Interns collectively worried about getting a job next year - where they might get a teaching position and what that might look like - and being alone. "Not knowing where I may be. I don't know what I am going to do if I get another class where the children are not like what they are here. I am used to having my peers to talk about issues all the time. How to do this and that. What about this idea?"

'Cultural suicide' (Brookfield, 1995, p. 234) happens when teachers make public their questioning of taken-for-granted assumptions and expectations and find themselves excluded from the culture that has defined and sustained them up till now in their teaching careers. Interns posed such questions as: "What will happen to me if I question my practice or do things differently? How will my peers label me - isolate or teacher leader? Am I expected to do things the same as everyone else does in their rooms?" These interns recognize the danger zone of marginalization (Brookfield, 1995) as they move into a critically reflective mode of questioning, challenging assumptions, experimenting with different approaches, and trying to realize democratic values.

Brookfield (1995) describes 'lost innocence' (p. 240) as the gradual realization that the dilemmas of teaching have no ultimate solution. Interns became "progressively attuned to the complexity of teaching, its contradictions, and its chaos, particularly when they are trying to put some purposeful experimentation into our practice" (Brookfield, 1995, p. 239). In relaying uncertainty and fears about the complexity of teaching and the diverse nature of learners, interns debated on the one hand, how to manage three adults in the room, and, on the other, how to organize a class of 25 children if they are the only adult. "The moments of bewilderment and confusion that accompany lost innocence are also a staple item of conversation in reflection groups" (Brookfield, 1995, p. 241). Interns brought to the gathering each week critical incidents stimulated by their inability to make a standardized curriculum or a school-wide discipline approach designed to treat all their students' behaviour in the same way. In their attempts to identify common difficulties, interns gave different account of ways to respond to the dilemma. This group reflective process helped the interns realize that the feeling of lost innocence is par for the course. "It's a sign that we're staying awake in our practice" (Brookfield, 1995, p. 241).

Discussion

When incubated in an inquiry-embedded culture of a PDS, collaborative practices in an intern learning community foster and nurture a process for reversing three negative aspects of socialization to teaching that have defined schools' approaches to teacher learning in the past: "Figure it out yourself"; "do it all yourself"; and "keep it to yourself" (Darling-Hammond, 1994, p. 8). The reinforcement of teacher isolation greatly reduces teacher learning and opportunities for shared knowledge. Since teaching does not yet have highly developed structures for consultation and collegiality, novices and veterans are left on their own to deal with problems of practice. Asking for advice in teaching is in many instances viewed as a mark of incompetence. "Do it all yourself" is one of the more damaging expectations conveyed to beginners and veterans alike (Darling-Hammond, 1994). Similarly, incentives in teaching create the companion dictum "keep it to yourself." Through the development of shared standards of practice, the fundamental objectives of learning communities, that of knowledge sharing, team planning and teaching, and collective reflecting are nurtured.
Current thinking in educational scholarship harbingers learning communities as linchpins in the movement to reframe professional development. An intern learning community in a PDS culture heralds a new framework for fostering inquiry-embedded mentoring for novice teachers. The process nurtures opportunities for learning by questioning, by doing, and by collaborating. Such learning communities stimulate possibilities for building new ways of knowing for the practice and profession of teaching and learning.

**Conclusion**

An intern learning community in a professional development school culture has the potential to achieve deep changes in preservice teachers' and supervisors' thinking and behaviours. Grimmett (1998) argues that an important aim of teacher preparation is "to enculturate student teachers into the practice (as distinct from the profession) of teaching" (p. 253). Further, he characterizes many current efforts to improve teaching as attempts to professionalize the occupation, claiming that this tends to socialize (the transmission of teacher beliefs, knowledge, suppositions, and dispositions through the assimilation of a set of values or practices shared by that group) prospective teachers into the workforce rather than "facilitate their enculturation into the practices of teaching" (p. 253). Although he is not suggesting that the profession is unimportant, he argues for the "prioritization of practice over profession when it comes to the preparation of teachers" (p. 253). "When teachers view themselves as members of a practice," Grimmett believes "they tap into a set of historically derived customs, norms, and principles that can guide them through difficult moments and help them understand that their actions need not be determined by their current situation" (p. 265).

Conversational channels carved in a learning community and cultivated within a PDS culture enrich and enhance prospective teachers' thinking. Interns are empowered to earnestly reflect about their instructional and social practices in their classrooms, their beliefs about didactic arrangements, and the cultures of teaching. Formerly such dilemmas were accepted as "the way it is", but now interns can be encouraged to develop context-related alternatives for stimulating student achievement and teachers' learning. This learning community structured opportunities for interns to collectively think through their beliefs, share ideas, challenge current institutional practices, contemplate theory and practice, identify personal and professional needs, as well as develop inquiry projects in a supportive culture. The learning community was a forum for novice teachers to raise questions about their teaching practice and an avenue for collaboratively exploring possible alternatives for professional growth. Interns continuously sought and shared learning, and acted upon their collective reflection.

While acknowledging the fragile nature of collaborative teacher learning groups (Little, 1990), the intern learning community as a vehicle for teacher preparation in a PDS culture deserves further inquiry. Spiralling from these spaces, further questions are posed that encourage educational researchers to try to figure out the nature of PDS interns' beliefs about teacher identity and teaching practices, and their understanding of critical inquiry. Further studies need to be directed toward examining the culture of the school-university collaborative and the role of the PDA in this culture. How can school structures be massaged to support learning communities? Why do reformers focus on isolation as a key factor for change in teacher education preparation and practice? What does the supervisor have to know and do to create a self-motivated, and collaborative learning community? What model(s) of supervision guide the PDA's work as a way to counter isolation? How do such changes in teacher preparation impact on student achievement?
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